
Lecture 1: Introduction to Cell Biology and Tissue Types

Cell Structure
● Structure and function

○ Organelles
○ Nucleus
○ Protein-building (DNA code)
○ Cell cycle

Cytosol
● Jelly-like substance in the cell
● Fluid medium necessary for biochemical reactions e.g. cellular respiration

Nucleus
● Independent
● Site of all cell’s genetic material
● Factory of cellular action

Cell Membrane Structure
● Extremely pliable
● Composed of primarily phospholipid bilayer

○ Phospholipid bilayer allows the membrane to display a high level of
fluidity which is required for structural integrity and function

Building blocks of phospholipid bilayer
1) Hydrophilic head

● Water-loving
● Composed of phosphate and glycerol
● Negatively charged

2) Hydrophobic tail
● Water-repelling
● Composed of fatty acids (saturated

and unsaturated)

Saturated FAs
● Lack double bonds between the individual

carbon atoms
● Solid at room temperature e.g. animal fats

Unsaturated FAs
● There is at least one double bond in the FA

chain
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● Liquid at room temperature e.g. plant derived

Phospholipid Bilayer
● Phosphate groups are hydrophilic and arrange adjacent to intracellular (ICF)

and extracellular (ECF) fluid
● The hydrophobic (water-repelling) tails make up the inner membrane and

create a hydrophobic or fluid-free environment
● NB: These physicochemical properties enable a fluid membrane structure

Summary of Phospholipid Bilayer
a) Hydrophilic heads situate themselves adjacent to ECF or ICF

● Composed of phosphate and glycerol
● Negatively charged

b) Hydrophobic tails are what make up the innermost part of the membrane
● Create a hydrophobic/fluid-free environment
● Composed of saturated and unsaturated fatty acids

c) Function: these physicochemical properties enable a fluid membrane
structure

● Cell membranes are peppered with a range of cell membrane-associated
proteins

○ These are classified into two different groups

Cell Membrane-associated Proteins
1) Integral Protein

● Embedded within the membrane
● Run through the entirety of the membrane bilayer
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● Examples include:
a) Channel proteins

● Allow the passage of ions through the bilayer
b) Receptor proteins

● Respond to external ligands (cues) to influence cell
signalling

2) Peripheral proteins
● Proteins attached to the external or internal side of the membrane

In order to understand how substances move passively across a cell membrane, it is
necessary to understand concentration gradients and diffusion

● Concentration gradient = a difference in concentration of a substance across
a space

Types of Diffusion
Simple Diffusion

● Molecules and ions will diffuse from where they are more concentrated to
where they are less concentrated until they are equally distributed across that
space

Examples:
● Gases such as oxygen will diffuse from high concentrations to lower

concentrations from outside to inside the cell
○ CO2 is the opposite

● NB: There is no energetic requirement for this to take place, it simply occurs
due to the metabolic state of the
cell
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Facilitated Diffusion - Ionically-Charged Molecules
● Movement of molecules according to their concentration

gradient
● Large and/or ionically-charged (polar) molecules which

are hydrophilic cannot cross the membrane via simple
diffusion

○ Such molecules cross via facilitated diffusion via:
■ Channel proteins
■ Carrier proteins

Examples of Facilitated Diffusion
● Glucose (movement of glucose along concentration gradients)

○ Cannot cross via simple diffusion
■ Too large
■ Polar molecule

● This is resolved through the use of a carrier protein; glucose binds with the
protein on the external layer of the cell and is carried into the cell via a series
of actions

○ Means that glucose is found at much greater concentrations on the
inside of the cell than the outside

Active Transport
● When the cell needs to move molecules against their concentration gradient
● Enabled by:

○ Ion pumps/exchangers
● Energy is used to overcome an electrochemical gradient
● Example: The Sodium-Potassium Pump

○ Uses ATP to exchange sodium and potassium against their
concentration gradients

○ For every three sodium ion in and 2 potassium ions out, 1 molecule of
ATP is used

○ Moves sodium out while moving potassium in

Process of the Sodium-Potassium Pump
1) 3 sodium ions bind to the pump
2) A phosphate from ATP is donated to the pump (energy used)
3) Pump changes shape and releases sodium ions outside of the cell
4) 2 potassium ions bind to the pump and are transferred into the cell
5) Phosphate group is released and pump returns to its original shape
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Methods of
Active
Transport
which do not
require carriers:

1. Endocytosis (in)
● The process of capturing a substance or particle from outside the cell

by engulfing it with the cell membrane, bringing it into the cell via
vesicular action

a) Phagocytosis
● A type of endocytosis
● Utilized mainly by immune cells to destroy invading cells

b) Pinocytosis
● Brings fluid into the cell via a vesicle

c) Receptor-mediated endocytosis
● Receptors on cell membrane recognise specific ligands
● Once a ligand has bound to a certain number of receptors, the

cell envelopes a coated vesicle

Example: Iron
● Iron is a component required by haemoglobin
● Endocytosed by red blood cells via receptor-mediated endocytosis
● Iron is bound by a ligand protein molecule called Transferrin
● Red blood cell membranes are lined with Transferrin receptors which

recognise the Transferrin molecule and endocytose the entire thing
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2. Exocytosis (out)
● Describes the process of vesicles fusing with the plasma membrane

and releasing their contents outside of the cell

Examples:
1) Neurotransmitter release from nervous system
2) Release of digestive particles from the stomach and pancreas

● Complex signalling molecules regulate the movement, binding and release of
contents from the vesicle

Endomembrane System

Comprises:
1) Endoplasmic reticulum
2) Golgi apparatus
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3) Vesicles

1) Endoplasmic Reticulum
● Three major components:

a) Rough ER and Ribosomes
● Responsible for protein synthesis
● Dotted with small granules called ribosomes which give it

its rough and bumpy appearance and produce protein
b) Smooth ER

● Responsible for lipid and steroid
synthesis

● Lacks ribosomes giving it its
smooth appearance

2) Golgi Apparatus
● Sorts, packages and arranges proteins from the rough ER and directs

transport either
a) Intracellularly

● Through the cytoskeleton network
b) Extracellularly

● Excreted from the cell via exocytosis

Appearance:
● Golgi apparatus looks like discs stacked on top of one another
● Has two distinct sides with distinct functions

i) Cis face = receives the product in the form of vesicles
ii) Trans face = vesicles are directed through the golgi apparatus and
are either exposed from the cell or directed to other aspects of the cell
through the cytoskeletal network
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Mitochondria
● Energy centre of the cells
● Responsible for the generation of cellular

energy via cellular respiration

Consists of:
● Outer lipid membrane
● Inner lipid membrane

○ Highly folded
○ Provides a large surface area called cristae
○ Along this inner membrane, proteins, enzymes and other molecules

perform the biochemical reactions which underlie cellular respiration
○ E.g. the transfer of ATP to glucose

● The musculoskeletal system uses high amounts of ATP
○ Muscle cells are packed with 1000s of mitochondria
○ Bones are metabolically inactive and have much lower levels of

mitochondria

Cytoskeleton
● Fibrous proteins which provide support for the cell
● Critical function in cell motility, reproduction and transport

a) Microtubules
○ The largest component of the cytoskeleton is the microtubules
○ Responsible for setting pathways e.g. highways or railway tracks

b) Microfilaments
● Smallest component of cytoskeleton
● Made of actin filaments
● Actin and myosin filaments are essential for muscle contraction
● Thin filaments of actin are pulled by myosin to contract the cell
● Work together in cell division to split the cell

c) Intermediate filaments
● Made from keratin
● IF and microtubules are important for cell structure and shape
● Can resist forces/tension which would pull apart the cell

○ Maintain structure within cells and anchor organelles together
within cells

○ Also link cells to other cells to form cell junctions
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